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McDuffee: Writing Local History

WRITING LOCAL HISTORY
by LILLIE B. MCDUFFEE
(A suggestion and a plea: This article is largely from a
paper read at the annual meeting of the Florida Historical
Society at the University of Tampa on January 26, 1938. Mrs.
McDuffee has written from her own experience in collecting
and writing local history. Her Lures of Manatee, published in
1933 in an edition soon exhausted, has long since taken rank
in the highest category of Florida’s local histories.
Now that the war is over it is hoped that some of those
who are history-minded throughout the State may determine
to begin the important task of collecting and writing the history
of their town or county. They may be assured of present and
future appreciation, and their names will always be linked
with the history of their community. - Ed.)

Probably in every one of Florida’s sixty-seven
counties there is waiting for some aspiring writer
of history a wealth of material which could be used
effectively in building a county or local history.
This is a field of endeavor which in Florida has
largely been neglected, and one which should arouse
the pride of Floridians over the State who may be
history-minded.
Gathering adequate material for even a local
history and assembling it into coherent form is no
small task and it can be relentless; but, happily,
it is a task in which there is ever a glow of enthusiasm, whether it be searching mouldy archives for
hidden secrets of the past or making pages come to
life with scenes and characters. There is a mysterious lure about it that grips you and keeps you
eternally on the job.
I am one of those who revel in hunting through
old records. There is no end to what one may find
among them and one of its delights is that new and
exciting items are continually being discovered. A
document may be no more than an old bill of sale,
but the very item needed to corroborate an important date or event.
Old church records are admirable. Community
life and church life have always been bound up with
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each other and those old church registers with their
multitudinous entries, births, marriages and deaths
-indicate the pattern by which community life is
molded. In hunting for historical material one will
do well to search out the older citizens of the community, or communities, for first-hand knowledge
of early affairs. The toll of time has wellnigh removed Florida’s first old settlers, but in nearly
every community may still be found men and women
of longtime residence whose minds are veritable
storehouses of early experiences. The urgency of
contacting these persons cannot be overstressed,
not only from the standpoint of gaining first-hand
information while it is retrievable, but to be successful in one’s undertaking it is most essential to
enlist the goodwill and backing of old-time citizens.
I was most fortunate in this (if you will pardon
the personal reference) and the success of my undertaking, if there was success, I owe largely, I am
sure, to the old people of my section who entered
wholeheartedly into the spirit of the work, and lent
their aid and encouragement. Their attitude carried much weight with our Board of County Commissioners to whom I applied later for assistance
in having my book published.
It should be remembered that old people, really
old people, I mean those approaching the century
mark, think slowly and one requisite for success in
consulting them is to have one’s own mind atuned
to the thoughts and ways of their early days. In
order to do this it is necessary to build up a reasonable background of information. One will then be
enriched by their reminiscences. The mention of a
single name will often touch off a flood of memories
and bring to light fragments of events and episodes
long forgotten. I say fragments because seldom are
their reminiscences complete and not always are
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they in exact accord with others when two or more
recount the same episode or discuss the same subject. There are instances-and there is no lack of
deference here-when the testimony is so widely at
variance one is hard put to determine which version to accept.
Situations of this sort require a bit of strategy
on the part of the chronicler. One must not only
weigh carefully and impartially all the essential
facts in the case but often must trust to one’s own
power of analysis and deduction in avoiding offence.
Such entanglements, however, need not discourage
or deter you in the pursuit of collecting verbal information. Lively reminiscences, even if not always complete or accurate in every sense of the
word, furnish copious material to work on and a
close scrutiny of old files or some other hiding
place for historical data will usually produce evidences of one kind or another bearing on the subject that may be used to substantiate or refute.
Devious are the ways and places such evidences
may be found. Sometimes an obscure old day-book
will provide enlightening items, or an old diary with
its day to day entries and observations reveal actual happenings that often can be gotten in no other
way. They throw light on the moods, the habits,
the attitude and manners and sometimes vices of
the circle of people represented in them, and help
greatly in building up your narrative.
The question arises-is it proper or permissible
to edit a letter? Now we know editing old letters
robs them of much of the honest flavor which is
rightfully theirs, but there are circumstances under
which it is neither fair nor wise to present a letter
in its entirety, however entertaining it might prove
to present-day readers. The type of letter and its
contents, I am sure, are the determining factors in
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this case. Some old letters are brimming over with
shrewd and witty observations which make delightful reading. Some are a bit gossipy about neighborhood affairs, disclosing now and then a meretricious
sort of skeleton in the closet. The temptation to include such book-selling data on one’s own pages is
strong, but the chronicler of local history must refrain from doing so. On all personal aspects that
tend to bring embarassment or pain to some living
relative it is wise always to be silent.
Some old letters are long and dry, even dismal,
though they may contain a wealth of information.
In this case the better plan, perhaps, would be a
generous use of excerpts with comments on such
items as inform, verify or add interest. The same
method might be applied to lengthy quotations
which one is prone to use, now and then, principally
to substantiate some claim already set forth.
Entire pages of material of this nature tend to
irk if not exhaust the patience of today’s readers
who, to escape monotony or satiety, skip and thus
lose much interesting information they would not
have missed had it been presented in a livelier
manner.
I do not mean to imply it is more important to
entertain than to inform. The historian’s purpose
is to inform. He strives always to present facts,
but facts may be softened more or less without impairing veracity or seriousness of purpose. They
may still be facts and take on a bit of adornment.
Any one can compile data laboriously and correctly
as to dates, events, etc., but history, of course, is
more than a compilation.
Writers of Florida history whether it be local
or statewide in interest are continually having to
compete with historical romancers whose prestige
and skill at story telling give them great advantage.
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Unhampered by facts they find in Florida’s fertile
fields much to stir their imagination. With avid
curiosity and with lavish hand they gather up material of every conceivable nature, blend it together
in fascinating style, intertwining historic and romantic episodes with little regard for authenticity.
Florida has many legends. Some are beautiful
and no one would want to lose them, and when
chronicled as purely legend they do not detract from
the historical value of a book. But once the legendary or semilegendary article or story is exploited as
truth, it is hard to down. Like the fabled bouncer,
Anteus, it rebounds and springs even higher when
attacked. It is not easy nor is it always pleasant
to tear aside the glamorous aura surrounding these
stories and leave exposed only the bare facts. But,
unromantic and dull as these facts may be, for the
sake of accuracy that is what the historian must
do. This may sound a bit contradictory, after my
suggestion, regarding dressing up or softening
facts; but the adornment could be only in expression, rather than the least alteration of the facts
themselves.
This brings to mind another phase of the work
that is likely to result in a bad case of jitters. You
may check and recheck and be reasonably certain
that your manuscript is free from flaws and discrepances, so far as history is concerned, only to be
confronted by doubts that point in a different direction. They aim at your own imperfections and
force you to take stock of all your short-comings in
this line. In general they play havoc with your
writing impulses. Under their dominancy it is easy
to lose self-confidence, you want to give up and just
chuck the whole affair. Something within you refuses to quit, and so you carry on. And, though
you may not possess’ the gift of the raconteur, by
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diligently piecing together, fragment by fragment,
item by item, somewhat as the mason’s stone by
stone process, you will at last build up your story.
Not a great story, perhaps, but a living chronicle of
our sturdy, courageous pioneers.
Your history and mine may not relate to the great
or the near great. Those we find to write about
are mostly unknown. Still, in the old cemetery in
my small town are the graves of two signers of
Florida’s first constitution. Some of their neighbors, relegated to obscurity, were patriots in the
truest sense: honest men and women who came into
the territory while it was still young and by their
own strength and valor and determination, carved
out of the wilderness places for themselves and for
those who might follow. Their lives may not be
deemed wide enough in scope and influence to give
them a place in the state’s history, but surely there
should be a place for some record of their lives.
Perhaps you are the one to record such in your
town or district or county.

The suggestion or plea at the head of this article is repeated
here: that you or some. one of your community, or town, or
county, begin now to bring together material and write your local
history. Whether you have had any experience or not, a recent
book would help you. This is, Local History, How to Gather it,
Write it, and Publish it, written by Donald Dean Parker, and
revised and edited by Bertha E. Josephson for the Committee on
Guide for Study of Local History of The Social Science Research
Council (230 Park Avenue, New York 17). It is sold by the
Council at $100.
Most of your material must be gathered locally and personally, but for the smaller amount of more general material you
will be cheerfully helped by the library of the Florida Historical
Society, St. Augustine; the Florida State Library, Tallahassee ;
and the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History of the University
of Florida.
Write and publish your local history and you will have
achieved immortality in your community. (The editor)
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